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Main results

1. Lognormal 4Dvar successfully
eliminates “negative DO”
2. Gaussian 4Dvar still has better
assimilation skill of surface
chlorophyll, and surface and middle
dissolved oxygen

Osaka Bay : productive and hypoxic
27.5m average depth
20 million residents
792 billion USD GDP
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Red tides and “blue tide” upwelled anoxia

Figure removed due to copyright
considerations
https://www1.kaiho.mlit.go.jp/KANKYO/TB_Re
naissance/AboutEnv/RedTide.htm
Copyright MLIT of Japan

Red Tide
due to algal blooms
in a lot of estuaries in Japan

Figure removed due to copyright
considerations
https://www1.kaiho.mlit.go.jp/KANKYO/TB_Re
naissance/AboutEnv/RedTide.htm
Copyright MLIT of Japan

Tokyo Bay
Blue Tide
due to upwelling of
anoxic bottom water
containing hydrogen sulfide

in several estuaries in Japan
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Model simulates Bottom oxygen well
Osaka Bay Water Quality Constant
Observation System (MLIT)

Model
Observation
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Vertical representation still needs improvements
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Background and Objective
• Four-dimensional variational data assimilation (4DVar) has been developed
to improve the analysis accuracy in coastal and ocean modeling.
• A number of studies have applied 4DVar, assuming that a state
variable has the Gaussian distribution.

When dissolved oxygen (DO)(and others) has the Gaussian distribution, the
assimilated value can be below zero. “negative DO”
The lognormal four dimensional variational method (L4DVar) was proposed.
(Fletcher, Tellus A 62, 2010; Song et al., Ocean Modelling, 106, 2016)

Objective
Using the lognormal 4DVar, observed salinity, temperature,
chlorophyll and dissolved oxygen in Osaka Bay were assimilated to
examine the effect of the proposed assimilation technique.
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Cost function when the normal distribution is assumed
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Cost function when lognormal distribution is assumed
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Osaka Bay Water Quality Monitoring System
MLIT of Japan
Since 2010

 Hourly monitoring at 13 stations
 Temperature, salinity, chlorophyll,
dissolved oxygen (DO), and currents

Assimilate 3D temperature,
salinity, chlorophyll, and DO
Monitoring stations

▲ : 1 meter interval in vertical
▲ • : moored fixed depths
--------------------------------------▲ : S, T, + chlorophyll and DO
• : Salinity and temperature only
Copyright MLIT http://222.158.204.199/obweb/data/c1/c1_4.aspx
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Hydrodynamic
settings

By MLIT of Japan since 2010
Temperature, salinity, chlorophyll,
dissolved oxygen (DO), and currents
Target area
（Red circles: assimilation points）

Hydrodynamic model

ROMS(Regional Ocean Modeling System)

Resolution

Horizontal: 500m Vertical: 20 layers

boundary elevation
conditions

South: Output from a large domain model
West: observations

Other boundary
conditions

Monthly observations

Biogeochemical
Settings

Aeration

Zooplankton-N
Grazing

Mortality

Mortality

Small detritus-N,P
Aggregation

Chlorophyll

Large detritus-N,P

Phytoplankton-N

DO

Uptake
Sinking

Biogeochemical model

Sinking

Excretion
Metabolism

NO3-N
Denitrification

Nitrification

NH4-N

Mineralization

PO4-P
Release

Consumption

Biogeochemical
model

11 variables: DO, PhytoP (chl), NH4-N, NO3-N, PO4-P,
ZooP, Small- and large- DetritusN&P

Assimilated variables

Hourly temperature, salinity, chlorophyll, and DO at 6
sites (5 vertical profiles and 1 moored data)

Control variables

Water temperature, salinity
(Gaussian distribution in L4DVar),
and 11 biogeochemical variables
(lognormal distribution in L4DVar)
Estimate the state every 12 hours

Results - L4DVar eliminates negative DO zone
 Horizontal distributions of simulated DO at 0:00 Aug. 5
and observed DO in circles

No-assim

G4DVar

L4DVar

 Without assimilation, the model cannot reproduce hypoxia near the east
shore.
 Hypoxia in the G4DVar case spreads to the east shore, but gray negative
area appears.
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 Hypoxia in the L4DVar case also spreads, but negative area disappears.

Results - G4DVar reduces overestimation of surface Chl
 Horizontal distributions of simulated Chlorophyll at 0:00 on Aug. 5
and observed Chlorophyll in circles

No assim

G4DVar

L4DVar

 In the case without assimilation, the calculation shows higher chlorophyll
 G4DVar decreased the concentration in the most of the overestimated area
 L4DVar also did, the assimilation effect is small.
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Observation

Without assimilation

DO

Results - L4DVar loses
the effect on DO in
the middle layer
 Isopleths of DO
at Sta. 12 (Port of Osaka)

G4DVar

L4DVar
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Results - L4DVar RMSE is larger than G4DVar
 Temporal change of RMSE at 6 observation sites
No assim

 G4DVar and L4DVar can reduce the RMSEs of DO.
 G4DVar RMSE < L4DVar RMSE.
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Summary
This study uses L4DVar to assimilate the real vertical profiles of chlorophyll
and DO observed in Osaka Bay, Japan
L4DVar can eliminate the negative DO
G4DVar still has better representation of the distributions in THIS case

G4DVar

L4DVar

Hypoxia on the bottom can be well
simulated, though negative DO can
be seen after assimilation.

Hypoxia on the bottom can be well
simulated, and negative DO was
eliminated.

Hypoxia becomes thicker than the
case without assimilation, and the
model is closer to the observations
in the middle layer.

Hypoxia becomes thicker than the
case without assimilation, but the
model cannot reproduce the
observations in the middle layer.

Overestimated chlorophyll area in
the case without assimilation
decreased.

The area decreased, but the effect is
small.
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Summary and Future tasks
 We need more cases to know L4DVar applicability more by choosing and
changing control variables and distribution assumptions.
 The applicability depends on free run accuracy. Our biogeochemical
model should be improved.
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